Guide to Using an UltraPak® without a Feeding Pump

1. Attach Bolink™ Small Cap to transfer formula from UltraPak® to a gravity bag.

2. If gravity bags are not available:
   - Following clean technique, attach Bolink™ Small Cap to transfer formula safely from UltraPak® to Bolee™ Bag.
   - Transfer up to 8 hours of formula (formula hang time in Bolee™ Bag is 8 hours).
   - Connect Bolee™ Bag to the VESCO™ screw cap gravity set. Use drip chamber and roller clamp to control flow.
   - Insert Bolee™ Bag into clear sleeve (included with VESCO™ screw cap gravity set) and hang from IV pole.
   - Refill Bolee™ Bag every 8 hours until UltraPak® bag is empty (discard any formula remaining in UltraPak® bag after 48 hours).

Please note this information is NOT a substitute for clinical judgment regarding appropriate tube feeding administration.

For ordering information and inventory status, please contact the manufactures: www.udelivermedical.com for Bolink™ Small Cap and Bolee™ Bag
www.vescomedical.com for VESCO™ MEDICAL Screw Cap Gravity Set

Bolink and Bolee are trademarks of U Deliver Medical, LLC. www.udelivermedical.com
Screw Cap gravity set is a product of VESCO Medical TM www.vescomedical.com
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